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Sheela Gowda, What Yet Remains, 2017. Photo Courtesy of Jabali Studio.

This short art analysis paper accompanies an original video presentation produced by UTC
undergraduate students, dedicated to the work of a contemporary artist and developed as part of ART
4190r: Global Contemporary Art course in Spring 2021.

Sheela Gowda was born in 1957 in Bhadravati, Karnataka, India, and now lives
and works in Bangalore in large-scale installation and three-dimensional art. She
began by painting early on in her career and shifted towards her current practice in
the 1990’s as a result of the rapid progression away from agriculture and towards
economic and industrial development in India.1 While still working with paint, she
describes it as a very different process than what she was doing before.
Gowda trained in painting at the Ken School of Art, Bangalore and later at the
M. S. University of Baroda and Visva-Bharati University in Santiniketan. During her
studies, the curriculum was much like many current-day modern art school
curriculum, and heavily centering around modernism in India, coupled with
classical painting and craft traditions. After returning to India, she left painting
behind and focused on three-dimensional work, influenced by the Indian political
climate and reactionary politics and discourse.
The nature of her work seems to focus on her economic and political
perspectives in her environment and are sourced from everyday objects around her,
such as metal sheets, hair, car bumpers, and cow dung. She is very introspective,
and bases her work off of the feelings created within her while interacting with the
world around her. Sylvia Tsai says: “By looking beyond the aesthetics of Gowda's
work, one is led to consider the wider cultural and economic realities from which
her materials are sourced, and the acuity of the artist's formal language.”2
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Sheela Gowda: Material Remains and Cultural Identity

Transforming everyday materials into hand-worked objects, Sheela Gowda
creates large-scale installations in Bangalore, India. Her work has transformed since
her training and education in two-dimensional painterly work, as she was
motivated by the economic and political changes within India in the 1990s. Shortly
after Gowda earned her MA in 1986, a tragedy at the Ayodhya mosque occured in
1992, destroying the site and killing 2,000.3 Judith Ferlicci notes that: “In the early
1990s, [Sheela Gowda’s] visual language changed decisively: this upheaval was not
foreign to the questions raised, among many artists, by the violence following the
destruction of a mosque in Ayodhya.”4 We see this shift towards socially-motivated
work especially strong in Darkroom (2006) and Behold (2009).
Sheela Gowda created Darkroom in 2006 with rusted tar drums from her
hometown. The piece is a lifesize hut made out of rusted tar drums, metal sheets,
mirrors, and asphalt. The audience is invited to enter the “hut” and look around,
and when they look up, there are the stars of the night sky. The piece represents
the informal architecture of Indian slums, which in 2010 reached a population of 93
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million.5 The materials in which it is built represents the lack of materials and
economic deprivation in developing countries. Her process included poking holes
into the tops of the drums in the “hut” to let light in (the piece typically being in a
formal museum setting), appearing to be stars. The stars are meant to bring hope
and aspiration in the dark, windowless chamber.
Gowda’s connection to her identity and the community around her is
ever-changing. As Stuart Hall describes: “we should think, instead, of identity as a
‘production’, which is never complete, always in process…”6 In this sentiment, we
can relate the curiosity and hand-made sense of self to Gowda. She even connects
her lack of scheduling as the Indian “state of flux,”7 as openness and flexibility are a
better option for her in an interview with Tate Etc. in London. Her work space is
crowded, frazzled, and unorganized chaos. She thrives within it. Her study of
materiality over the decades includes interest in human hair, car bumpers, thread,
beads, wooden dowels, and just about anything that catches her eye.
In her piece Behold (2009), Sheela Gowda suspends groups of one or multiple
silver car bumpers with braids of human hair in an immersive gallery. As with many
of her pieces, this concept approached her during her regular day-to-day life.
When walking in her city, she noted the braids of human hair that were draped on
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car bumpers. Nada Raza notes in Tate: “Short strands of human hair are commonly
knotted around the bumpers of vehicles to ward off accidents and bad luck,”8 in
Karnataka, where Gowda lives. This piece symbolizes ritual, as well as human
vulnerability and the comfort in superstition. The shiny, new, silver bumpers
against the dark-colored rope creates tension by what one could perceive as reality
versus imaginary. Gowda describes the piece as interactive, as are many of her
works. She sheds the notion of the “purest sense of sculpture” and values an
experience that her viewers can interact with. Rather than something someone
could simply look at, she aims to continue her own discovery and excitement as an
ongoing process through sharing with others.
Gowda’s work has a common theme of discovery and process. She credits
finding and making as a greater part of her work than the final product. Trevor
Smith says, “Gowda’s embodiment of disappearing forms of manual labour in her
works can indeed be seen as a response to the accumulation of abstraction of
labour driving India’s rapidly growing and globalising economy, but her focus on the
process of art-making also connects her to a history of artistic practice involving
and reflecting not merely the socio-political implications of labour but its
aesthetically generative capacities.”9 Gowda has not only created incredible works
of art based off of her everyday life around her, but has impacted thousands by
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drawing attention to the little things that would go overlooked. From tragedy and
hardship, she creates a harmonious escape into her work, such as in Darkroom.
From folklore and skepticism she created Behold. Through her openness to change
and critique on cultural identity, Sheela Gowda has become a contemporary icon.
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